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BACKGROUND AND APPROACH

In July 2007, Markin Consulting was engaged to conduct a cursory review of the 2007 Lane County Fair
(the Fair)and to provide analyses and observations concerning the implications of relocating the Lane
Events Center and Fairgrounds (the LECF) to the proposed Golden Gardens site, located in the northwest
area of Eugene, Oregon.

During the course of our assessment, we conducted the following work steps:

Visited the 2007 Lane County Fair over a two day period and conducted a cursory review
of its layout, programming, and facility use

Conducted a visual inspection of the Golden Gardens site the surrounding land uses and
developments

Researched key population trends related to the current site and the proposed Gold
Gardens site

Conducted surveys of food concessionaires, merchandise vendors and commercial
exhibitors of the 2007 Lane County Fair regarding continued involvement in the Fair at
the Golden Gardens site

Conducted surveys of promoters of events held at the LECF on a year round basis to
gather opinions about key location characteristics and possible attendance impacts of
relocating to the Golden Gardens site

Provided observations and assessments of general Fair and Fairground trends, including
relocation impacts

Conditions of the Study

This report is to be used for internal planning and information only. It is not to be used for any other
purpose. It is intended to provide management and Lane County representatives with limited
information about the potential impacts of relocating the LECF, a comparison of certain site attributes of
the current and Golden Gardens sites, and general comments on the 2007 Fair. It does not contain any
recommendations to move the LECF.
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OVERVIEW OF THE FAIR AND FAIRGROUNDS

Site Location and Access

Located near downtown Eugene, the Lane Events Center and Fairgrounds (the LECF) is bordered on all
sides with established residential housing. O’Hare Catholic School is located to the southeast of the
grounds. Amazon Creek, a federally protected waterway, runs between the main campus of the LECF
and the parking field to the south of the main campus. Below is an aerial map of the LECF.

The LEC has limited parking access during the annual Lane County Fair (the Fair). Exhibitors and vendor
parking is available on the east side of the grounds, as well as the ashpalt parking area along 13th

Avenue, west of the Lane County Extension Office. Patron parking is available in the south parking area
and handicap parking is available on the east side of the grounds, near the County Historical Museum.

The LECF has four designated patron gates and portals to the grounds. The East Gate is located near the
Historical Museum and handicap parking area. A bus drop off and pick up area is located at the East
Gate. The South Gate connects the undeveloped south parking lot with the grounds via a walk over
bridge. The West and North Gates provide walkin pedestrian traffic from 13th Avenue.

Due to the limited parking available at the LECF, many fair patrons use the residential streets for parking
during the Fair. In 2007, free LTD bus service was available from all points in the system, with shuttles
running from the downtown station to the Fair every 15 to 20 minutes. Secure bicycle valet parking was
also available for a nominal fee.

A layout of the 2007 Lane County Fair is shown on the following page.
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2007 Fair Programming

During the 2007 Lane County Fair, a number of educational, entertainment and social opportunities
were available to its patrons and participants:

Commercial and public service exhibits
Food and retail concessions
Carnival rides and games
Grounds entertainment and national headliner concerts
Livestock exhibits
Arts, artisans, photography, food, canning, textile and floral exhibits
Historical exhibits
Horse competitions and shows
Ice skating and hockey events

Commercial and Public Service Exhibits

The LECF rents space during the annual Fair to non food and beverage retailers and non profit and
governmental organizations, known as commercial and public service exhibitors. These vendors and
organizations were located in the Exhibit Hall of the Events Center and in outside locations to the west
of the Events Center.

Food and Retail Concessions

Food and beverage (F&B) and retail concessionaires were located throughout the Fairgrounds, with a
high concentration of food and beverage concessions in the middle of the grounds along Midway
Avenue and the Promenade. The LECF’s year round concessionaire operates food sales inside the
Events Center.

We noted a good mix of food items, though there could have been more food vendors on the grounds
for the size of the crowds on the weekend. Food prices were moderate to high. Many of the concession
stands used partitions and fencing to shelter the view of materials and supplies outside of their stands,
though those with the back exposed to the Expo Halls were quite visible.

Carnival Rides and Games

The carnival operator for the Lane County Fair is Funtastic Shows, based out of Portland. This midway
operator is well known in the industry for safe rides, honest games and clean areas. The rides were well
laid out on the grounds, as were the games and food concessions operated by Funtastic Shows.

There were also a few independent rides available, including the Slingshot, located on the east side of
the grounds, near the Bi Mart Activity Zone.
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Grounds Entertainment and National Headliner Concerts

The Lane County Fair provided a wide variety of free entertainment and educational exhibits for its
patrons. Included in our review of these activities and exhibits were the following:

Family Fun Park
Bi Mart Activity Zone
Pig Races

East and West Garden Stages
Performance Hall Stage
Bi Mart Main Stage

Family Fun Park

Located to the northwest of Wheeler Pavilion, this entertainment stage featured free entertainment
throughout each day of the Fair, such as jugglers, clowns, gymnastics demonstrations, Guitar Hero
competitions, cheerleading, and dance demonstrations. These offerings were regularly scheduled at
1:30pm, 2:30pm, 3:30pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm and 6:30pm each day of the Fair. The location lacked good
visibility and seemed hidden.

Bi Mart Activity Zone

The Bi Mart Activity Zone was located in a tented area outside the southeast corner of the Events
Center. Activities at this venue included University of Oregon coaches meet and greet sessions,
musicians, stage entertainers, Dora the Explorer, talent competitions, dance demonstrations and other
activities. These activities took place at different times of the day, each day of the Fair. A small
signboard was used to provide information about the daily schedule at this stage, though it was noted
that it was not always accurate.

Pig Races

Always a big draw at Fairs throughout the United States, Pig Races entertainment was presented in front
of the animal Expo Halls, with shows on Tuesday Saturday at 2pm, 4pm, 6pm and 8pm and on Sunday at
1pm, 3pm, 5pm and 7pm. Bleacher seating is available for this outdoor show, as well as standing areas
surrounding the racing site.

East and West Gardens

The East and West Garden Stages, located inside beer tents, presented live musical entertainment each
day of the Fair, with single shows occurring at each stage from 6pm to 8pm on Tuesday Saturday and an
additional show at each stage on Friday and Saturday nights. These stages were used for a cultural
showcase on Saturday afternoon that featured Slavic, Scandinavian, Asian and Latino music and dance
demonstrations. On Sunday afternoon, a youth entertainment showcase was held on the East Garden
Stage, which featured talented youth from throughout Lane County.

Performance Hall Stage

As a part of the Wine Bistro in the Events Center, musical acts were featured at various times each day
on the Performance Hall Stage.
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Bi Mart Main Stage

Located on the west end of the grounds, the Bi Mart Main Stage featured evening concerts and some
daytime activities during the 2007 Lane County Fair. While these stage performances were free to the
general public, reserved seating was available for purchase. Stage acts included Satin Love Orchestra,
REO Speedwagon, The Charlie Daniels Band, Clay Walker, Radio Disney and Eugene Weekly’s Best Latin
Bands.

Livestock Exhibits

Varieties of livestock competitive exhibits, open to the public, are located in a number of places on the
grounds. The Expo Hall housed rabbits, poultry, birds, sheep and swine. Beef and dairy cattle were
located on the north side of the Livestock arena. In addition, a number of related events for fair patrons
to participant in or simply enjoy were available, including rabbit/cavy costume contest, goat parade,
sheep shearing, and others.

Arts, Artisans, Land Products, Photography, Food, Canning, Textile and Floral Exhibits

Competitive and demonstration exhibits of arts, land products, food, baking, textiles, wine/beer, floral
arrangements and others were located in three locations – Wheeler Pavilion, Performance Hall and the
Atrium. In addition to viewing displays of competitive exhibits, Fair patrons could interact with Oregon
authors, view artisan demonstrations and listen to musical performances by Oregon artists.

Historical Exhibits

On Friday, Saturday and Sunday, the Lane County Historical Museum offered viewing of historic movies,
slide shows and demonstrations. A number of classic cars were also on display outside the museum.

Horse Competitions and Shows

During the 2007 Fair, a number of different horse competitions and shows were held in the Livestock
Arena, including Belgian Horse and Wagon Performances, Stallion Showcase, Fun at the Fair Horse
Show, and horse trick training.

Ice Skating and Ice Events

Open public skating, including skate rentals, was available each day of the 2007 Fair, as well as figure
skating, curling, hockey and speed skating demonstrations during the Fair week.
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Observations of the 2007 Lane County Fair

As a result of our visit to the 2007 Lane County Fair and our review of its layout, location, access,
programming and facility use, we noted the following:

Due to the small size of the LECF property and the general facility layout, one can move
around the Fairgrounds, going from activity to activity, in a relatively short period of
time. As the crowds grew larger in the evenings, the smaller sized grounds created a
sense of heightened activity and gave one a sense of “being in the thick of things,”
without feeling claustrophobic or constrained.

The limitation of the site, in terms of its size, also creates a limit on the amount of
activities and events available for the public, perhaps creating a shorter length of stay at
the Fair. A longer stay at the Fair generally results in more spending, which both adds
revenue to the Fair from carnival and food concessions, but also creates more goodwill
with vendors, exhibitors, etc.

The interior of the grounds is mostly asphalt, making it very hot when temperatures
move into the high 70’s and low eighties, as well as reducing the overall attractiveness
of the Fair. In that regard, the grounds lacked adequate shaded sitting areas. It was
noted that on hot, sunny days, people sought shaded sitting areas and avoided
unprotected sitting areas, especially metal benches with no shade.

The cleanliness of the Fair was exceptional. We noted that cleaning crews were in
constant motion, wiping tables down and emptying trash cans.

In general, more food vendors with unique products could help the Fair draw additional
patrons.

Fair patrons have a variety of transportation options available – car, bus, bicycle,
walking – making it easier for them to access the grounds. There are some limitations of
street access with both the one way street system and the congestion created by the
merging of Fair related traffic and regular neighborhood traffic patterns in such a
concentrated area.
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PROPOSED SITE FOR RELOCATION

The County Board of Commissioners, working with the City of Eugene, has identified the Golden
Gardens Park area as a possible site for the LECF. Presently owned by the City of Eugene, Golden
Gardens Park is located in the northwest area of Eugene, just outside the Beltline, as shown in the aerial
map below.

The parcel(s) identified for the LECF consists of about 286 acres surrounding the Gold Gardens Park. Not
all of that acreage would be available for the LECF, as some land surrounding the Park would be used to
enhance the water and land features of the Park, improving the overall safety of the area. The map
below shows the parcels involved in this site and their approximate acreage.
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The parcels have yet to be acquired and divided between the City use for the Park and the County use
for the LECF, if at all. Access to the site will be on the north side of the parcels, via Clear Lake Road, a
two lane road that connects to Highway 99. Patrons and participants in the Fair and for year round
operations can access the site off Highway 99 from the north and via the Beltline Highway from the
south and east, as shown in the aerial map below.

Below is another view of the proposed site for the LECF.
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COMPARISON OF SITE ATTRIBUTES

A number of attributes affect the attractiveness of any given site for use as a fairgrounds or event
facility. Key factors include:

Access and visibility – This refers to ease of access the property from all points within
the market area as well as how visible the site is from principal highways and streets. If
the site is too far removed from principal traffic feeders, both its access and visibility
may be negatively affected. In addition, access does not only involve use of
automobiles, but also mass transit, walking and other forms of transit.

Land size – Having too small of a parcel for a fairgrounds/events center creates
problems with parking, programming and expansion potential.

Utilities – For new relocations or new facilities, having all utilities to the site is critical in
reducing the cost of infrastructure developments. It is important that sewer and water
utilities provide for upgrades and expansions as well.

Proximity to population – The closer that a fairgrounds/event facility is to its market
population base, the more likely the facilities will succeed in being fully utilized on a
year round basis.

Proximity to support services – Hotels, restaurants, shops, banks, service stations and
similar businesses are critical to any fairgrounds/event facility hosting events.
Promoters of events use these support services to purchase materials and conduct key
business in staging events. Patrons and participants use these support services when
attending single and multi day events and activities. The closer the site is to support
services, especially lodging and restaurants, the more attractive the site is for
promoters, participants and patrons of events.

Surrounding land uses – Like most businesses, the use of properties surrounding any site
can affect the degree of success of fairgrounds/event facilities. For example, having an
active rail line abutting a proposed site may limit the type of events and attractiveness
of the site for outdoor activities, as well as for livestock and animal shows. On the other
hand, synergistic uses of surrounding land uses (e.g., lodging, restaurants, recreation
facilities, etc.) can enhance the overall attractiveness of the fairgrounds/event facility
site.

Expansion capabilities – Having the ability to purchase additional land or having enough
land to expand on it can be a key factor in the long term success of fairgrounds/event
facilities. Constrained sites, due to size and inability to expand, can eventually deter
expanded programming and facilities demanded by growing markets.

There are a number of other lesser factors related to relocating that do not play that big of a role in
comparing the current site of the LECF and the Golden Gardens site, since they both share similar
attributes related to labor and volunteer pool, unique cultural attributes of the Eugene/Springfield area
and the overall economic activities of the area.

We did not assess any zoning or wetland regulations in our comparison of site attributes.
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Below is a comparison of the 2000 population within various radii of the current and Golden Garden
sites. As shown in the table, the current site has a much higher population within a 5 mile radius
compared with the population within 5 miles of the Golden Gardens site. At a 10 mile radius from each
site, the populations are very close and at a 30 mile radius, the Golden Garden site surpasses the
current site.

Radius Current Site Golden Gardens

5 miles 174,800 90,000

10 miles 238,900 223,000

20 miles 299,400 285,000

30 miles 312,500 314,000

Lane Events Center and Fairgrounds
2000 Population within Market Area of Sites

A map of the radii for 5, 10 and 20 miles is shown below, showing the overlapping as well as exclusive
market areas for each site. The current site radii are shown in black and the Golden Gardens radii are
shown in red.
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As mentioned before, close proximity to support services, especially lodging, restaurants and shopping,
is very important to any fairgrounds/event facility. Below is a map showing the location of each site and
approximate locations of these key support services in the Eugene/Springfield area.

As can be seen in the above aerial map, the current site of the LECF is much closer to support services
than the Golden Gardens site. While it is possible that the development of the Golden Gardens site will
generate spin off development of support services in the immediate area, it may take years for that to
happen.
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Below is a comparative table of the key site attributes of the LECF’s current site and the proposed
Golden Gardens site, with a rating of the quality of each of the attributes.

Current Golden
Site Aspect Site Gardens

Access and visibility 4 3

Land size 2 4

Surrounding land uses 3 3

Utilities 4 N/A

Proximity to population base 4 3

Proximity to support services 4 1

Expansion capabilities 1 3

1 = Very Poor N/A = Not Available
2 = Poor
3 = Good
4 = Very Good
5 = Exceptional

Lane Events Center and Fairgrounds
Comparison of Site Attributes
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SURVEY RESPONSES

We administered surveys of concessionaires and commercial exhibitors of the 2007 Lane County Fair
and of promoters/organizers of events held at the Lane Events Center on a year round basis.

Concessionaires and Commercial Exhibitors

For the concessionaires and commercial exhibitors, we asked for their inclination to participate in the
Lane County Fair if it were to be located at the Golden Gardens site. We received 65 useable survey
responses regarding this issue. As shown in the summary table below, 72.3 percent of the
concessionaires and exhibitors indicated they would continue to participate in the Lane County Fair at
the Golden Gardens site. Only 3.1 percent of the respondents said they would not participate in the Fair
at the Golden Gardens site. The remaining 24.6 percent were undecided.

Would participate at Golden Gardens site 72.3%

Not sure if would participate at Golden Gardens site 24.6%

Would not participate at Golden Gardens site 3.1%

Lane Events Center and Fairgrounds
Commercial and Food Vendor Survey Responses

Below are comments provided by the concessionaires and commercial exhibitors through the survey
process.

If you answered either “Not Sure” or “No,” please tell us the reason for your answer”

The fair will DIE!
As a citizen of Lane County and tax payer: I believe moving will be a mistake and an ill conceived
concept. This location is central and has a “community” feel.
Not interested in you moving the fair

If you answered “Yes,” are there any particular questions or concerns that you have for the site?
Write your questions or concerns below.

New site hopefully this one floods bad computers and things
Do not emulate the state fair. Visit Tillamook County Fair and Clark County Fair notice their
respective entertainment. No excuses for lack of in 2007
Water and power on site
Ease of hook up and pull in
More attendance
Enjoy going this fair
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General comments of concessionaires and commercial exhibitors

The current location is central and easy access for people with transportation problems –
attendance seems to be declining – I don’t see more attendance at a further location to go – the
fair should be for all the people of Lane not just for those of means. The cost for a family is more
than they can afford – that should be addressed as well. Tax $ support this event – it is not
supposed to be for a profit
Attendance down this year.
The attendance has dropped dramatically the last couple years. This directly affects sales. Also
the quality of customers has gone downhill. Booth price is up there for attendance.
We made good contacts but not enough sales to warrant us coming from California again. We
wish you the best in you new location
Very busy – nothing to do with the new proposed location
My only concern would have to do with the traffic flow with large events – the plan for getting
people on and off hwy 99?
Fair has not been well marketed and vendors have dropped out, not producing business as it did
in the 1990’s
Adequate parking. Roofed place for commercial exhibitors. Continued celebrity entertainment.
Ability to incorporate/continue animal and other ag exhibitors to support farming in our area.
Transportation problems adequately planned for
Contingent on price and interest
Looks good!
Cost overall. Lane county fair is the most expensive in the state. Extra cost for parking is
ridiculous
I love the fair – it has been a great source of business building for me and my team. However it
is very expensive for me and unsure with the new site if I will be able to afford an almost sure
increase in cost. Plus – so many vendors don’t follow the guidelines but are allowed back every
year. Very frustrating for me who does everything possible to abide by the rules set forth.
A new facility is way overdue!
Is there going to be more parking and will it still be free to the public? More trees for shaded
outdoor areas such as planned eating areas etc…
I think the new site would create jobs, and bring more people back to the fair. The current site is
ding and I don’t care about the counted numbers, this fair was the least attended I been in 12
plus years
New site might affect crown numbers
Actually seems like a much more convenient site then it’s current location
Most likely I would but it depends on booth price and if my sales keep slowly dwindling.
Old exhibits were missed i.e. Food not as good since non profits were priced out of it, big drop
in attendance for same reason, entrees for competition lower too, maybe categories were
dropped. Possible non profit fee vs. business? It was tough coming up with the money and
could make it impossible to participate.
Poor attendance at 2007 fair
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The Eugene Downtown Lions Club have for years sold raffle tickets on an automobile. Each year
we take stock of what it costs us to purchase a site and the amount of sales we make selling
raffle tickets. After all the smoke has cleared, the Board of Directors makes the decision for the
following year. Travel to the new location may well be a factor; it is easy to get to the present
location.
We have 96 volunteers running our booth throughout the fair. Entrance passes cost more than
the actual booth itself. I’m disheartened that Lane Fair organizers won’t work a special deal for
organizations like ours. In fact, Lane County Fair is the only county fair that refuses to give us a
break beyond what for profit booths are obtaining.
I think your show is wonderful, the staff as well!
Please don’t move the dates! I would like to see extra advertising of the new location of the fair
a lot “more than the norm” prior to the event. And bring in the top notch entertainment always
draws a big crowd. Like the year you had Pat Benitar! Lane fair is the best in Oregon! Keep it up!
How would vendors go about choosing new locations? Would there be an “open house” so we
could see the new buildings before selecting? Would seniority be a factor in who gets to choose
1st, 2nd, etc?
Would there still be permit parking close to exhibit space? Would the price of a permit increase?
If so, by how much?
Would the price of a booth increase? If so, by how much?
Would the new site allow for plenty of space for animals and agricultural products/displays – the
real reason for a county fair? Or would the rides and carnie games get most of the new space?
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Year Round Event Promoters

For promoters of events held at the Lane Events Center throughout the year, we asked for them to rank
the importance of key factors in their decision to use event facilities in the Eugene area and their
opinion as to whether the Golden Gardens site would impact attendance/interest in their event that is
currently held at the Lane Events Center. We received 38 usable survey responses.

The table below shows the ranking of the relative importance of key factors of site location for their
event. The cost of facilities, location and accessibility all ranked about even, followed by the quality of
facilities and nearness to support services and resident population.

Factor Ranking (1 10)
Cost of facilities 8.8
Location 8.7
Accessibility 8.7
Quality of facilities 8.2
Nearness to support services 6.5
Nearness to resident population 6.2

Lane Events Center and Fairgrounds
Year Round Promoter Opinions of Site Factors

The table below presents the summary of the promoters opinions of the impact that the hosting their
event at the Golden Gardens site would have on attendance/interest for their event. As shown in the
table, 50 percent of the respondents believe hosting their event at the Golden Gardens site would have
a negative impact on attendance/interest for their event. 32.4 percent believe hosting their event at the
Golden Gardens site would have no impact and 17.6 percent believe it would have a positive impact on
attendance/interest.

Site would have no impact on attendance/interest 32.4%

Site would have positive impact on attendance/interest 17.6%

Site would have negative impact on attendance/interest 50.0%

Lane Events Center and Fairgrounds
Year Round Promoter Opinions of Golden Gardens Site
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Below are comments provided by the promoters of year round events currently held at the Lane Events
Center.

Very difficult to assess – Eugene market is vital beneficiary of the Sportsman Show.
Access/location are very important, however other sites could be explored.
The ability to bike, ride buses, or stroll to our event will be limited. Visibility will be decreased.
Hotels, restaurants and our clients are closer to the fairgrounds current location. Cost of an
equal sized events center it would be impossible to rebuild a comparable facility! All consumer
events are about location and parking
Just its newness, correct marketing a new facility. Access
Very happy where it is now suggested spot, Two Lane Rd, unpaved, high traffic, morning and
night would have to look for other spot to hold our event which is a family affair.
Not without visiting site for our particular needs
This would be a very positive move! We hold our event at the Lane Events Center because it is a
commonly known location, plenty of parking, excellent facility can affordable. Moving the
fairgrounds is a great idea, we will still have all of the characteristics that we need and it would
free up valuable property in the center of town. Move the fairgrounds to the county and out of
the city.
Not as convenient for attendees may have a moderate impact. If facilities are improved
audience may be somewhat more forgiving.
Access to site. Overnight accommodations and restaurant
The old facility is looking tired
Yes – parking and accessibility. One road in and out? Easy freeway access? How promoted?
What cost do the vendors absorb?
UO students will be less likely to attend events here as they may not have transportation to the
new site
Our event is directly associated with downtown and we wish to stay close to downtown. If there
were to be a year without the events center it would kill our event.
Public access to motels, restaurants – will the new site have a building that will permit our use?
Existing roads are inadequate leading to that area. We cannot afford the existing building and
are concerned the price may increase. Proposed location has very few services such as service
stations, motels, and eateries.
Will it be close to a bus stop? Will there be parking? Accessible to seniors?
It is important that facility be easy to find, easy to get exhibit in and out and be a positive
improvement for all who plan to visit? Would like to know more about structure of new facility.
Still does not address the challenge of no adjacent hotel, although the new site may allow for
that in the future.
Traffic issues may be more favorable for he proposed site than the current site
Concern about its move from the heart of the city to the outskirts. As that area is developed
more it will become a better location
As long as the move does not raise prices of using the facility…should not affect my events.
Not interested
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I really don’t know – the impact could be positive if there’s lots of parking and people get in the
habit of going to the new site perhaps it would be easier from outlying areas. I like the current
site, but would go to a new location if costs were kept near currents levels
We might lose a few S. Eugene folks but we’d likely gain more people from the w. side of
Eugene/Bethel area. We’re in favor of this move!
This location is far from the hotels and most of our guests are out of town so the transportation
will become an issue.
Any change in location impacts any event that has gained success though years of a single
location. If a change is forced on us we will certainly shop for the best venue available. This
location is not supported by lodging, food or other amenities that are required for our event
that pulls heavily from out of area participants.
It would be good to have traffic flow consideration from Beltline – easy access? Or not?
This site is too far off “the beaten path” for our event. We need a central location that is easy to
get to and close to the heart of the city (downtown). We should look elsewhere for our event.
Yes it’s too far from I 5 and not known locally. An area where people go for events. It’s too far
from many necessary support systems. If the change is not better (and this one is not) you’ll
destroy what the fairground brings.
Hoping that the size will stay the same to accommodate our graduation ceremonies in the
future!
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RELOCATION ISSUES

During the course of our assessment, a number of issues and questions were raised concerning the
possible relocation of the Lane Events Center and Fairgrounds:

1. If the Fairgrounds were to be relocated, what would be the opportunity for staging horse and
livestock shows at the site?

In 2006, we conducted a market assessment of opportunities for horse shows at the current site of
the LECF. “From a market demand perspective, the LECF has substantial competition from existing
local and regional event facilities that specifically target and successfully host equine and livestock
events and activities. The Oregon Horse Center, Linn County Fairgrounds, Oregon State Fairgrounds,
Deschutes County Fairgrounds and others in the region have made and continue to make substantial
investments in facilities to appeal to the equine and livestock market segments. We would not
recommend making substantial investments in facilities and marketing for these types of events”.

Even with relocating to another site that could accommodate horse and livestock facilities, we do
not recommend substantial investments in those facilities, due to the extreme competition from
other facilities in the region.

2. Does it make sense to keep the exhibition and sports facilities at the current site and build
traditional fairground facilities at a different site?

The current exhibition and sports facilities at the Lane Events Center has an annual economic impact
of more than $25 million in the Eugene area, plus participants in consumer and public shows and
sales and auctions held at the facilities generate another $28 million in revenue. Keeping these
events at the current Lane Events Center would limit the types of year round events at a separate
fairground to a handful of animal shows, perhaps some RV rallies, outdoor festivals and the annual
Lane County Fair. One advantage of a new site, assuming it is large enough, is that the 4 H part of
the Fair could be re combined with the Lane County Fair. For some years, a separate 4 H Fair has
been held at the Lane Events Center because the existing site is not large enough to accommodate
the programming of 4 H competitive exhibits.

The disadvantage of a separate fairground is that a substantial investment would still be required in
the site for infrastructure, exhibit buildings, livestock structures, restrooms, staging and other
required facilities.

3. What have been the motivations for the relocation of other fairgrounds?

Most relocations in recent years have been done for one of two reasons – the need for expanded
and new facilities to accommodate the needs of the market or a fairground is no longer the highest
and best use for the site. Following is a listing of some of the relocations/new fairgrounds in recent
years:

Relocated/New Fairgrounds In Process
Antelope Valley Fair Lancaster, CA Mid South Fair, Memphis, TN
Larimer County Fair Loveland, CO State Fair of Virginia, Richmond, VA
Nueces County Fair Corpus Christi, TX Lake County Fair, Graysville, IL
Okeechobee County Fair, Okeechobee, FL Nebraska State Fair, Lincoln, NE
Georgia National Fair Perry, GA

Lane Events Center and Fairgrounds
Listing of Select Fairground Relocations
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4. What has been the experience of relocated fairgrounds concerning attendance, financial returns and
overall usage?

In markets where the fairground has been, and continues to be, the dominant year round event
facility, they have typically done quite well. There have been some mixed results, such as declining
fair attendance at the Larimer County Fair when it was relocated away from the population base.
Though the year round use increased, the fair attendance declined. Those fairgrounds with greater,
on going investments do better than those without.

5. What are some of the future trends for fair, in general? What is the long term viability of fairs in the
next 50 years?

To answer that, the following is an article authored by Rod Markin, President of Markin Consulting,
that served as the basis for a long range planning seminar presented to the Association of Iowa
Fairs.

“A fair is a culturally relevant, community wide event that engages people in
educational, entertainment, participatory and social activities.” – Rod Markin, Markin
Consulting

In 1893, in conjunction with the Chicago’s World’s Colombian Exposition, 74 of
America’s best and brightest minds were asked to look into the future and predict what
life would be like, not in the next 20 to 30 years, but in the 1990’s. In the context of
their own history and current situation, they had high hopes for the future, if not a bit
absurd by our own perspective. Some predictions of life in the 1990’s:

People would live to the age of 150
Less money spent in electing public officials
Government would grow simpler
Railroad would be the primary mode of transportation
Pneumatic tubes would crisscross the country, serving as a high speed mail server

And, what predictions can we make of the future? How accurate will we be, knowing
what we know? What will the future hold for fairs? To understand where we have
been and where we are going we need to look three the critical factors and trends that
affect the fair – demographics, economics, and technology trends.

Demographic Trends – No single factor will affect the future of fairs as much as the
aging of America. Since 1990, the number of people under the age of 65 has tripled. At
the same time, the number of people over 65 has jumped by a factor of 11! The US
Census Bureau reports that in 1990, 1 in 25 Americans were elderly. In 2000, 1 in 8
were elderly and, by 2050, 1 in 5 will be elderly, as the Baby Boomer’s reach that senior
milestone. In addition, we are living longer. When the United States was founded, the
average life expectancy was 35 years. In 1900, life expectancy rose to 47 years. By
1950, that increased to 68 years. And, in 2000, life expectancy jumped to 77 years.
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Economic Trends – In the last 30 years, no factor has so affected fairs as the reduction of
agriculture as a major employment base of the United States. The decline in family
farms, the exodus of new generations to the cities, the continued shift away from
manufacturing and agriculture to assembly, service, and high tech jobs have all
influenced the fair industry and its relevance to new generations. We have seen
declines in interest in agriculture, livestock, and farm machinery exhibits as the next
generations look to new forms of entertainment and education.

Technology Trends – With the changes in America’s economic and demographic
landscapes, advances in technology are being used to by businesses to reach the public.
The public, especially youth, is flocking to access these technological breakthroughs.
And the Internet is having the greatest impact on people throughout the world.
Communications via e mail have soared to hundreds of millions of users. Retail sales via
the Internet have increased from $20 billion in 1999 to almost $144 billion in 2004. And
persons in America with Internet access grew from about 40 million in 1999 to almost
by 2004.

These major trends will have significant impacts on the future of fairs – what is
presented, how it is presented, how it is marketed, how it is managed. An aging
population will have definite impacts on the nature of events and activities that appeal
to this large demographic group in the next millennium. How do you present agriculture
and livestock exhibits that appeal to generations that did not grow up on a farm or have
any interest in farming? How do we use technology to positively impact the patrons
experience at the fair – and get them to return? Are we riding in the front or in the
back?

The key to the future of fairs is to continue to build new patron bases. To do that, we
need to be relevant to new generations and these changing demographics. The
nostalgia of the past will be less rooted in agriculture and more in modern urban life and
technology. We must also be relevant in our community. A big step here is to recruit
younger people into management and board positions. Broadening the board to
include representatives of non ag businesses will help to keep fairs thinking of the broad
impacts they can make.

Which all brings us back to the future. In 1893, the World’s Colombian Exposition in
Chicago touched the lives of practically every American. It became the most famous fair
ever conducted on American soil. The theme of the Exposition was obvious for its time
– the national progress of the United States.

The fair did not so much look back and wish for old days but pointed forward to
improved and better years to come. It contributed significantly to urban planning, the
distinctly American arts, and to the popularization of technology. It keyed its
presentation on electricity, which promised unlimited power for the new millennium.
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Entertainment at the Exposition was an amazing array of popular culture and set the
standards for the midways of the future. Though it lasted only 6 months, it left a lasting
impression on the American cultural landscape. First, it documented the fact that the
19th century was the greatest era of civilized progress in the history of the world.
Second, it offered tangible examples of what technological progress would bring to
American society – showcasing the latest in consumer products, rides, and pop culture.

And now? Well, the face of the future is more complex than a hundred years ago.
Cultural, social, and economic changes coupled with technology advances that are
readily available to everyone will bring unprecedented opportunities and challenges for
fairs to reach its patrons with relevant exhibits, displays, entertainment and technology.

The history of fairs is deeply rooted in agriculture, not because the focus was on
agriculture, but because the focus was on the dominating culture of the community at
that time – which just happened to be agriculture. For fairs and fairgrounds to survive,
if not flourish, they must attain a high level of relevance to the social, economic, political
and cultural dynamics (demands/needs) of their constituency.


